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Major revisions (We require the author to make these changes)

Conclusion - please add a `Conclusions? section following the Discussion.
done

Table vertical elements - Please note that we are unable to display vertical rules within the tables nor are we able to write text vertically within the cells - please re-layout your table without these vertical elements. We are unable to correctly display merged cells where the merged cell crosses rows.
done

References - please cite all references in numerical order in the text. Reference 34 is currently cited out of position.
done

Minor revisions (We can make these changes on resubmission, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above).

Line numbering - please remove this from the manuscript. You may replace it with bold if you wish.
done

Affiliations - please add country to all affiliations.
done

Abstract - please remove keywords.
done
Introduction - please rename this section 'Background'.
done

Materials and methods - please rename 'Methods'.
done

Conflict of interests statement ? please rename 'Competing interests'.
done

Figure cropping - It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure guide contains full details for preparing files for submission and can be viewed here:
http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures

OK

Figure citations - please refer to figures as either fig or figure throughout the manuscript, rather than using both.

Done-Figure